It's Not OK To Be a NAZI

Nazi. noun. Na-Zi. \ 'nä-t-sē , 'nat- \n
Definition: a small minded person gripped by fears of non-white peoples, immigrants, Jews, and large swaths of the human family that they are known to despise. Paranoid and often delusional, the 21st century Nazi attempts to sound reasonable and to use "evidence" and "common-sense" to mask their hatred and bigotry, but don't be fooled; see also racist troll.

Political species. Related to fascist, white nationalist, ethno nationalist, advocate for white pride, alt-right-winger, etc.
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Nazi, noun, Na-Zi. \ 'nä-t-sē , 'nat- \ 
Pronounced: Total Asshole

Known to wear white shirts, khakis and to carry tiki torches while screaming in rage against diversity and multiculturalism, especially on college campuses. The 21st century Nazi will claim to be calm, reasonable and (alt) right-minded, but don’t be fooled. If cornered will spout nonsense about a coming "white genocide" and to advocate for "race war." A Nazi, in this sense, is not just someone who you don’t agree with!

Also, someone who it may be OK to punch, depending on where you stand on this debatable practice; see also Richard Spencer and the "Punch a Nazi" debate. But we do not recommend this.
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Nazi, noun, Na-Zi. \ 'nät-sē , 'nat- \n
Syn: racist, authoritarian, totalitarian, autocrat, extreme right-winger, far right-winger, rightist, blackshirt, militarist; jerk.

The 21st century Nazi may image themselves as mainstream hipsters poking fun at “political correctness,” but don’t be fooled. They are not cute, nor cuddly and can be extremely dangerous if challenged.

Use in a sentence: This guy started to talk to me about how it’s “okay to be white” but then ended up defending a white ethno-state. What a Nazi!
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Nazi. noun. Na-Zi. \ 'nät-sē , 'nat- \n
**Appearance:** Ghastly. Dissatisfied. Angry. Demeanor generally ranges from contained aggression to seething rage. Common physical features include fasho haircut, khaki pants, shirts with collar – preferably flannel or white. In extreme situations, see Charlottesville, the contemporary Nazi has been captured on camera shirtless.

**Habitat:** The North American variant is most at home in rural areas of the US south and midwest. Avoids coastal areas and urban centers, recently ventured into college campuses, often via aliases (posters, flyers, dorm room door defacements and “free” hate speech).

**Reproductive behavior:** Reproduces most effectively via social media and internet sites. Intercourse or dialogue less commonly results in Nazi of-spring, as most other political species recoil in the face of Nazi advances.

**Natural Enemies:** Thinking people, compassionate people, informed people of all backgrounds, religions, races, genders, nationalities and political persuasion.

**History:** Related species are found in European countries. The ancestors of the contemporary US Nazi originated in Germany and Austria and rapidly reproduced during the period between 1928 and 1943. In 1943 the self-annihilation of the Ur-Nazi commenced and ultimately culminated in the great extinction of 1945. Some Ur-Nazis nonetheless survived. Until recently, the Ur-Nazi and his derivatives lived in secluded and isolated enclaves.
Nazi. noun. Na-Zi. \ 'næt-sē , 'nat- \n
Lethal ideological cocktail. Usually served in all whites spaces, also available online, at exorbitant social cost.

Most Common Ingredients: Racism, anti-semitism, sexism, xenophobia, extreme nationalism, bigotry, violence and various masking agents.

NON-GOVERNMENT WARNING: Nazis seriously harm you and others around you. Exercise extreme caution. Avoid ingestion. Contact with eyes or skin causes painful irritation.
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Nazi. noun. Na-Zi. \\ˈnät-sē , ˈnat-\\

Social Toxin. Most common sites of exposure are social media, visual media, the internet and already affected individuals. Adverse effects progress in stages. Can be fatal. See also: Environmental Hazard.

**Adverse Effects:** Derangement. Stage one: Anxieties about various cultural differences are still easily masked. Obsessions with “white genocide,” “law and order,” “border security,” “greatness,” “walls,” “rampant migration,” “shithole countries,” “liberal censorship,” and “dangers of political correctness” signal the onset of stage two. In the final stages, social, cultural and intellectual derangement expresses itself in violent verbal and physical outbursts, delusions, hypermasculinity and compulsive aggression that the affected individual describes as “self-defense.” Moreover an exaggerated sense of acute bereavement, vulnerability and victimhood tends to develop in parallel.

**Inoculation and Treatment:** In the presence of a Nazi make no sudden movements. Speak slowly. Walk slowly and in groups. Take lots of pictures. Be wary of police protection. Education and regular, sustained exposure to individuals from diverse racial, social, and cultural backgrounds is the only effective inoculation. Authentic democratic engagement is useful. Economic stability can be helpful but the opposite has also been observed.

If you or someone you know has been exposed to a Nazi, seek immediate treatment in a multicultural center or university classroom. Early-onset effects of Nazi exposure can be reversed safely and, in most cases, permanently. Note: Condoms do not protect against Nazis.

**Warning:** Contrary to popular belief, validating an exposed individual’s sense of victimhood by means of empathetic listening and verbal engagement is NOT effective. Physical contact, stroking of and cuddling with exposed individuals tends to exacerbate the toxic response.